
 

Key Stage 3 Careers Education 
 

Units of Work 

Lesson – Topic 
 

Learning Content 

Lesson 1: 
Tutorials  

1-2-1 Tutorials to: 

 Reflect on/identify any problems with academic work and/or any personal problems and discuss 
possible solutions. 

 Set initial academic targets based on reflections and expectations. 

 Identify any career aspirations the student might have at this time. 
 

Lesson 2: 
Why is education important? 
 

 Understand the importance of education and the ways in which it can help them to achieve in the 
future. 

 Understand that not every child is given the opportunity to learn. 
 

Lesson 3: 
Who is in my network?  

 Begin to understand that networks exist throughout life and give examples of people in their 
network. 

 Understand how to use networks in all areas of their lives and to be aware that not all networks 
are beneficial. 
 

Lesson 4: 
The hidden roles in business 

 Become more aware that businesses have a number of functions, all of which are vital to 
supporting an organisation. 
 

Lesson 5: 
Get involved! 

 Identify extra-curricular activities they do in and outside school and to consider the skills 
associated with, used and demonstrated by these activities. 

 Understand that extra-curricular activities are beneficial because they develop skills valued by 
employers. 
 

Lesson 6: 
Developing a 'Can do' attitude 
 

 Appreciate that it is essential to develop a ‘can do’ attitude in order  build resilience & self-
esteem. 

 Consider their own ‘mindset’ and whether it may prevent them from reaching their full potential. 

Lesson 7: 
Tutorials  

1-2-1 Tutorials to: 

 Reflect on/identify any problems with academic work and/or any personal problems and discuss 
possible solutions. 



 Review progress in achieving initial academic targets based on reflections and expectations and 
set new targets, if required. 

 Identify any career aspirations the student might have at this time. 
 

Lesson 8: 
Challenging assumptions 

 Understand how to challenge information to avoid relying on assumptions when considering 
career options. 

 Understand the importance of independent research to find out the facts about different career 
paths. 
 

Lesson 9: 
Exploring green careers 

 Explain the term ‘green careers’ and explore jobs which relate to this industry by completing 
online research. 

 Understand that ‘green careers’ are not solely related to STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics) but that learners with these skills will have more job opportunities. 

 

Lesson 10: 
Social media skills 

 Have a thorough understanding of the potential dangers of social media and the ways in which 
they can prevent issues from occurring. 

 Be more aware that misusing social media sites could have an impact on both their safety and 
future employment. 
 

Lesson 11: 
How  choose a career 
 

 Become more aware of new terminology such as labour market information, prospects, economic 
wellbeing, etc. 

 Understand that looking at the key facts will help them to consider the pros of jobs. 

 Introduce students to some useful online OLS & questionnaires. 
 

Lesson 12: 
Future focus 

 Recognise some of the key terminology used in education and business. 

 Appreciate the importance of employment law & rights, including those covering the 9 protected 
characteristics.  
 

Lesson 13:  
Tutorials 

 1-2-1 Tutorials to: 

 Reflect on/identify any problems with academic work and/or any personal problems and discuss 
possible solutions. 

 Review progress in achieving to academic targets based on reflections and expectations and to 
set new targets, if required. 

 Identify any career aspirations the student might have at this time. 
 



Lesson 14: 
Creating a personalised action 
plan 
 

 Equip learners with a list of the main general skills that employers look for and understand the 
constituent parts of each of those skills. 

 Compose their careers mission statement & game plan, based on their early career aspirations. 

Lesson 15: 
Developing your skills 
 

 Know which skills they need to develop in order to best pursue their chosen career. 

 Conduct a SWOT analysis & then have written an action plan to help them develop their skills. 

Lesson 16: 
Promoting science and 
technology 
 

 Be more aware of the wide range of jobs available in STEM & understand why STEM is important 
in a global economy. 

Lesson 17: 
Promoting languages 
 

 Be more aware of the wide range of jobs available that need a second language and to know 
where to look online for additional information. 

Lesson 18: 
Matching skills and qualities to  
the job 
 

 Understand the difference between a skill, a quality and a qualification. 

 Explore a wall display that shows skills, qualities and qualifications for a range of jobs. 

Lesson 19: 
Tutorials 

1-2-1 Tutorials to: 

 Reflect on/identify any problems with academic work and/or any personal problems and discuss 
possible solutions. 

 Review progress in achieving academic targets based on reflections and expectations and  set 
new targets, if required. 
 

Lesson 20: 
Researching your chosen career 

 Gain a better understanding of what skills, qualities and qualifications are necessary for their 
chosen career. 

 Present this information in the form of a power point presentation to the rest of the class. 
 

Lesson 21: 
Understand job advertisements 

 Reiterate why it is important to get involved in extra-curricular activities in order to demonstrate 
their own skills and qualities. 

 Read 'between the lines' of job advertisements. 
 

Lesson  22: 
Working in a global economy 
 

 Know what is meant by a ‘global economy’ and be aware that we work in a global environment. 

 Understand how working for a global company can increase opportunities in the future. 

Lesson 23: 
Achieve your career goals 

 Be aware that they are the ones responsible for their own career choices. 

 Know more about how to get to where they want be in their career by maximising their potential. 



 

Lesson 24: 
Is work experience relevant? 

 Ensure that students know what is meant by work experience. 

 Ensure that students understand the relevance & importance of work experience. 
 

Lesson 25: 
Tutorials 

1-2-1 Tutorials to: 

 Reflect on/identify any problems with academic work and/or any personal problems and discuss 
possible solutions. 

 Review progress in achieving academic targets this year and reflect on strategies.  
maintain/improve performance next year. 
 

Lesson 26: 
How  write a CV 

 Recognise a good CV. 

 Create their own CV and understand how to tailor it to the specific course or job being applied 
for.  

 

Lesson 27: 
Managing your online identity 

 Understand how their online identity may affect their career prospects. 

 Gain a greater understanding of how to project a positive online image. 
 

Lesson 28: 
The importance of group working 
& presentational skills 

 Appreciate the importance of group working and to learn techniques to improve their 
performance. 

 Gain further experience in presentational skills, both individually & as part of a group.  
 

 


